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Acoustic source-level ineasrirenrts for
a variety of mnerchant ships

P. Scriinger and R.M. Heitmeyer

Abstract: This report describes a set of 50 source spectra obtained from
metc-haft ships of opportunity near Genova, Italy. Thewllipectta were
obtained front radiated-noise spectra measured om: a towed array and a
transmissiom-loss spextrumn com~puted from a parabolic equation miodel. 'ke--

,Characteristics 4f-thte shipare presented for the 32 spectka where the ship
name was determined. The gjb-sample of 36 spectra with known ship type
is characterized in termis o;I,=~ ship classes - passenger/ferries, cargo ships
and tankerf. -t is seen that, the ship class percentages for this sub-sample
differ significantly from ia ship class percentages for either a Mediterranean

* populatiow or Wrld population. The source spectra are characterized in
terms of the mrean source spectrum and source-level histograms computed

* overrhreo frequency bands. The,mean spectrum is comparable in level and
shape to a Aectrunt computed from a well-known empirical model, The
source-levet~histograms for the low~frequency and the mediumrndrequency
bands are approximately gaussian with standard deviations of 5 dB and
5.5 dB respectively. The histogram for the high~frequency band is skewed
somewhat towards the low source-level values with a~standard deviatios, of
6.8 dB. rIsally, it is seen that'the source spectra for the AhiA ship classes
have comparable means and com pat able imand ard deviations. fteas this.
result we conjecture that both the mean spectrum and the source-level his-
tograms are representative of Ateshipping in other regions with different
ship class percentages.
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1. Introduction

In November 1985, the radiated-noise spectra for 50 merchant ships were nmeasured
over a frequency band of 70 to 700 Hz using a towed array in a region located south of
the port of Genova, Italy. These spectra were converted to source spectra through
the addition of a transmission-loss spectrum obtained front a parabolic equation
acoustic model. The results were collected together in a database that consists of
the 50 individual source spectra along with the characteristics of the ships whose
identity could be determined. Finally, the characteristics of the source spectra were
summarized in terms of the mean source spectrum and histograms of the source level
relative to the mean for different frequency bands. These statistics constitute the
source-level description required by a number of ambient noise models that compute
the noise observed at a site due to the aggregate of the ships in the region.

, -I- i
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2. Methodology

The source spectra were each obtained as the sum of a measured radiated-noise
spectrum and a computed transmission-loss spectrum. The radiated-noise spectra
were measured on ships of opportunity over a 6-day period using a horizontal array
towed by the R/V Maria Paolina G. in the 25 n.mi x 40 n.mi area indicated in Fig. 1.
Within this area, the bottom depth decreases from about 200 in to over 2000 in as
the continental shelf falls to the abyssal plain. The detailed bathymetry in the region
is further complicated by a number of submarine canyons which cut deep grooves
in the continental shelf. The approximate locations of these canyons together with
bottom composition estimates for the region are described in Appendix B.

SAVOlNA

N ' I IA I'CA NIO,\

2

Fig. 1, rhe operating area,

The bottom parameters needed for the acoustic modei were inlerrcd fron transnii
sion-loss data that was measured along the two tracks shown in Fig. 1. This data was
acquired on the endfire beam of the towed array from a multi-tone source deployed
at a depth of 6 in by the T/B Manning at the northernmost point of each track. In
a subasquent analysis, the transmission-loss measurements were compared with the
transmission loss computed from the parabolic equation model using sound-speed

-2-
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and bottom-depth profiles measured along the tracks and a wide range of bottom
parameters. It was found that essentially the same set of bottom parameters resulted
in a guod fit to the transmission-loss measurements for both tracks. This set of
bottom parameters is given in Appendix B.

The radiated-noise spectrum for each ship RL(f) was measured at the output of a
conventional frequency-domain beamformer as the array was towed along a track in
the operating area at a nominal speed of 5 kn. This spectrum was in turn obtained
as a decibel average of a set of individual radiated-noise spectra RLk(f) where each
RLh(f) was omputed as an 83 s power average. During the 83 s period, the range to
the ship typically varied by several tenths of a nautical mile and there was virtually
no change in the bearing to the ship relative tu the beanwidth. The total averaging
period for the averaged radiatednoise spectrum RL(f) was typically about II min
during which the range to the ship would usually vary by a few nautical miles and
there was often a significant change in the ships bearing. Finally, the individual
radiated-noise spectra RLk(f) were themselves obtained by tracking the ship in a
time series of 'frequency-angle noise surfaces'. These noise surfaces were formed from
the beam spectra for a set of 128 beams distributed over the full 1800 bean steering
angle sector. The individual radiated-noise spectra were obtained front these noise
surfaces by identifying the steering angle which had the maximum response in the
target-ship direction. An examnple of a noise-surface time series for a particular

ship and a description of the procedure used to obtain the individual radiated-noise
spectra is presented in Appendix A. The spatial shading used in the beamformer
was such that the broadside beamwidth ranged from about 2.80 at 700 Hs to about
340 at 62.5 Hz. All spectra were estimated for an analysis bandwidth of 3.75 Hi and
a frequency-line spacing of 2.5 Hz.

The data acquisition procedures were organised into two operational modes - a ship-
selection mode and a data-recording mode. In the ship.selection mode, the array
was towed along some search track in the operating area while the ship traffic in the
region was monitored on both the noise-surface display and a radar display. As soon
as a potential target ship was identified, the ship track information from the radar
display was used to select a new course for the array-tow ship. This course was
chosen to orient the array so that the radiated-noise spectrum from the target ship
was well separated in steering angle from the noise contributions from the other ships
in the region on the noise-surface display. Once it was determined that the target
ship noise contribution was clearly visible in the noise-surface display, the data-
recording mode began. In this mode, the noise-surface time series was recorded
on magnetic tape while the noise-surface display was monitored to identify those
surfaces where the target ship spectrum was not corrupted by the contributions of
interfering sources. At the same time, the range and bearing to the target ship
was determined from the radar display in time coincidence with the noise-surface
measurements. This data was recorded along with the tow-sh'p navigational data to
provide for the reconstruction of the tow ship and the target-ship tracks. In addition,
an attempt was made to contact the target ship by radio to establish its identity.

-3-
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After the data recording was completed, a new ship course was selected and the ship-
selection mode for the next ship began. Note that hy virtue of these procedures, the
set of radiated-nlOiSe Spectra were obtained for different tow-ship/target -ship track
ctacdigurattions and different t csrget- ship aspect angles.

'rte t ransniission- loss spectrum TL( f) was obtained! using the acoustic tuodel to
first compute thle transmission- loss spectrum as a function or range TL(f, r) and
then averaging TL(f, r) over the range interval associated with the correspending
radiated- noise spectrunt RL(f). All transmission- loss cornputstions were dlone for
a source depth of 6 i using a measured sound-.speed profile and thle bottom colin-
position parameters given in Appendix B3. To determiine the bottom-depth profiles
for the acoustic nmodel, a set of approximate hottoin-depth profiles was estimated
for thle 50 ships using the measured tow -ship/ tar-get -5hip tracks and bottoml depth
data. rIhe transmission-loss function TL(f, r) was theni conmputedl for a number of
bottom-depth profiles from11 this set. Frinu an inspection of these functions and at con-
sideration of the range intervals associated with the different tow- ship/ target -ship
track configurations, a set of six generic bottom-depth profiles was selected to rep-
resent the full set of profiles. 'rhe trnsmuission-loss function nr(f, r) for each ship
was then comiputed using tlse generic bottomn depth profile that most closely approx-
inited the actual profile. Further details onl the acoustic modelling pie contained
in Appendix B along %%ith the six generic bottom-depth profiles and the resulting
transmission- loss functions.

4
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3. The sourct-spectrum equation

The source spectriin for rach ihip SL( f) was determined frout the averaged radiated-
noise spectrum for that ship and the corresponding transnission-loss spectruit ac-
cording to

S14 f) IiL~ ) - T(i)m,

where

K is the number oft individual radiAttednoise spectra. andi TL( , ) is the akvegag,.
4i mjLf.r) ower the raktie intervalI assciatell with the individual radifoatvnim
spiectrumi All spectra are rixprsrtd in dli/pPa/ls anti the vourr spectrum itnd

'he tranornission loms pertrumi are referred to a I ti cittatice from the s'.urce rh
analysis bandwitith asorim-eI with l~L.f) and hence with SI.(f) is 3! S It The
spectra are demirtirA aot ?S3 dipcr.- freientrie ranging fruits TO Its to TOD. Its tv
2.5 fli inc-remtents.

The inipiation of the metihlogy suimritngd in Eq. j I) are throcfold Firt. liV
virtuae of the source Jrpth uswed t-- compute the tisuiaoks spectruti Sl.tfl
diescuribes the noise radiakted byv the shir as a mancip.4 oae lorv tcatoe4 at 4 depth "f
6 m This depth was chom," to Is. rpresestative of. a lat of merchant ships Other
choices forq the source depth, saY the prnpollwt depth. could yield vmsr(*.*pecrar that
dugfe fromn Sl.(/) Sprovidly. mine,- the radiaited-rivise spectra were meaured over ai
limited rangev of aoprct asiglv-. ihets i% a potential dopesntmew ons the ship* fasliai'-
patssia that is noat aecrtuntecl for in Stllf Finally, *into RL(f 5 was ribtasne aas a

tisn-awtag. 5.5, itelfmus li roiwiete a. a jnt avragd aqvr spciraunIn
this regad. we nuote that in" a llsance-s the ships mousirt4 appeiesi to be ifaeliang
akt thrir ntarussal speed alont a% fls.-d c.iite duringt the time 4f the misassrelsornl
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4. The ship characteristics

Out of the total sample of 50 spectra, it was possible to determine the ship name
for 32 of those spectra and the ship type for an additional four spectra. Most of
the 32 ship names were identified through a radio contact made during the time of
the data acquisition for the ship. On some of %he occasions where a radio contact
could not be established, the ship name was unambiguously determined from ship
departure time and destination data supplied by the Genova Port authorities. Thr
four ship-type identifications were made visually during the timse of the datat ar-
quisition. We use this information to suinsize the characteristics of the ships in
the Genova samtple and to compare the ship-type composition of that sample witl%
ship-type compositions for a World population, a Mediterranean population and an
Italian population. In Sect. 6 we consider the I inf.'tcs ions of this comnparisoin on
the applicability oft the (Genova source- spe~ctrusn statistics to regions with different
ship-type compositions.

Thme ship characteristics (fo the 32 ships are listed in Table I along with the ship typle
for the 4 ships where only a visual con~act was possible. The ship charactrfistics
were obtainedl from Jane'* Afvrdsant Ships Ill. These characteristics ctonsist of the
ships identification number, name, nlag, type. gross tonnago, length, draught, speed
and number of propeller screws. The ship type is abbreviated in accordance with
Jasne convention.

P - Passenger ship

RoC - Rollon/roll-off Cargo ship

RoPCF -Rolon/roll'o(f Passenger Car Ferry

Tb - Oil and oil products Tanker

('/Hm (nvgo ship (Heavy Lift~)

RoPF -Rolo/roloIf Paeger Ferry

C -Ca* ship

Th jCh -Oil and oil rodurts TankrChesnscsj tanker

Any ship not so idvatifie. svships Ilti' Tankpi&. 'Carto' etc. were, visuail
itimatihcstsas only and not f~4n in Jam's The G9RT (tcast rbamn give. the
gross ship tonag defneo as the total 'vo4ussn of Vnclosed spa e (100 eU fA I t I
11w ship length and ship drauglit aw given in meters and the hiup speed is in kacots
The shi speed is the normal op rting speed as listed in Jenc 'j t)hsesptds, %greed
well with those vales estimated froon the radar dartag data acquion Invemally
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Table I
The ship chatacteristics

SHIP )ANSI sHZ? SHIP ORT LINGTH DRAUGHT SPROID NO)
N.~ ID HAMS PLA(I TYrEI ITUNSI 4M) b~i trTS) SCREWS

3 1403U" SAsia TUNISIA r1P.C IISAS 143 ElI 55
3 1)471 CLIIJIA ITALY R..FcF -la4w 30 59 3.

0 334?) NSITANA ITALY R.f.V Wow44 In of 3.~ 1

* 35* PUITRARCA ITALY 3.1C A5W II I 4
* 233 STAPTITA TIRRINICA ITALY 116.Cc I14 is I S

j" 1141s CLISGIA ITALY S.? 1"4434 M So DU I
1, 461 k AMISMA PLAKCI &xC I$-. M I II I

IS 4344 rAPAHIIKSUS eYPRUS To 453.3 3M IS 12a
13 MAG4 STAPP'"~A UGOURS IALY R.C 610W 144 4 3. 5
IS Akli5 HI1MALAVA JAPAN cJLat "**4 1M 5. I
IS '3i4 AURSLI& ITALY R.?rCP 45) SM I4 3
to 54159 LOY TULJTUY kUSSR ^.jP "M1 04 I

ST 114 1 1 IIITSR SPAIN M..?P OIA I4 A 4 0I

"I"4)4 A"T"A ITALY T Slow In5 Ae I Ia
.1 34 NIAGARA ITALY TI $pu~ 5 46 1

55 54444/* RUSS" ad VILLAJIA HUHAXY C SIAM 54 S S I
I4 s)4, CLA)WA ITALY SJP 430S SM 40 " A
S 414 s P LASSUNIA ITALY A.PCIF t444W SM6 to I

St VALOARIDISIA YN

3" 6410, LAIll ASVtSISA ITALY T%/C% to" at 4 4 is, I

31: SAW9 Adtf OhIA ITALY To I~ III t* no4 I
55 aRAft. OSIY RRASIL TAISRE owe
3"t CAS.ZU

39 NMI ~A -"111?A SW"tCh ITALY I.C 900 S& a1 a 4 p-
it 554.4 1 46CY." ITALY4 S "4mo III 111 V.5 I
a4 1444 PIAMM-ctA ".u IALV 06.< Ism t4 *. it I
2, 1144? TiIRAAA ITALY miPCf 0544 M5 $a 1. A

46 611? S3*IUA ITALY 66'fcls $~ AsM 1 Do A
Sb CAN"l

45 CAROSI 660

44

A. 00 OF CALA WBLITRAMA PASIAMA c $ 42 as to I
W4 too." avow pROsmwnwU P5Mt.O C we4 to k3it I

withlo bal-42011~ As brel in the tut (Aii# nss If14 a, 1. FilS41 uf the5 'LIMP% 4 1stifi5I

have twin screw jftw+4n Systems'

Thr ohip type e'4ssp4*.Yn ca 333 IbIRSYP by g-u.ng the 3f ship ype4 so the (;f'i5.vot

Stlko)msmple int thr#- rIa'ses tanker's (TI. Tkf-Ch). rvg., *hip% C~.W M 4.. CI

*Pd rE vtnyShip's IP. RaP(V. Rotor) Th#* Ship (IAAS044 t(4"))l 0 4S
the. WuMli shippissi ad 73% allsor world sh1ppsn if 5shing "It~. pitaminre b.*alf lmd
the irtm5olm qpt~lssod hipa sloth as ibreivrot. lIUa ivic wrlo4s. lots aund &"kS*f
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are excluded. The total number of ships in these classes for the World, the Mediter-
ranean and the Italian populations were obtained f7om Lloyd's Rcgtstcr of Shipping,
S. 'tathst't iabh'.o 121, The ship-class totals fr the Niedit 'rraneivi l)4)pulatimlI1 were
determined as the sum of the number of ships registered in each of the countries

bordering on the Mediterranean Sea for the appropriate ship class.

Ta~ble 2

Ship class totals for the World, Mediterranean and Genova populations

('lass Ship type World Mediterranean Genova

,(a) oil tankes t'V21 I0S9 T

j(b) chr-mical tankers 774 76 1

2 ca rgo ships 22242 473 14

3(%) feIrle/paseager 1 3% 13 13
3(h) pasenge,/i argo 24'% .1 !

3360 K542 16

T~bv J

hilediteaneaa *hipping population by country

'1amw 'hip type 1g0e" Italy -Spa i inace Other* Totai

ia) il '*le* 441 14T 104 1 S1 0 IS9

1(b) Chncal teake, 1 10 II 7 26 71

2 Crgo sb.1po 1434 M%5 %.I& 1" IM 45TI

11,e) Itb.pm.g, 2111 111 46 5) :20 all

(ib) p&, ags.f alo 0 1 ! 12 1

21 5 41 2.% 14, 322 ,

Ftsre 2 shows the p.irrotatr ,4 the hiptl n evch thip last l.'e 'he Vntld p-pu

latiom. tIOw Modstonsmean ppslmatom aJd the (.vtv#A tub oampl, Th-s- ship ela.O

prertmpt" are oblamW hum the ruIfIpmdmg siup-rtis toah asted in Table 2

As w is the iguie, the csposdtumt of thie WorWld popdats is rompraebl, to that
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of the Mediterranean population with each consisting of about 20% tankers, nearly -

70% cargo ships and slightly more than 10% passenger/ferry ships. The composition
of the Genova sub-sample, however, differs significantly from that of the others with
a much larger percentage of passenger/ferries and a lower percentage of cargo ships.

70.

World
60- Mediterranean

] Genova

50-

"5. 40-
.G-

30-
e-

0

20.

10-

0
Oil & Chemical General Cargo Ferries and

Tankers Ships Passenger Ships

Fig. 2. Ship-class percentages for the World, the Mediterraneat aid the
Genova sub-sample populations.

An explanation for the differences in the ship-type composition tan be found in
the breakdown of the Mediterranean ship-type composition by country shown in
Table 3. The first four columns of this table contain the ship-clss totals for the four
major shipping countries in the Mediterranean; the fifth column, labelled 'Others',
contains the sum of the ship-class totals for the remaining Mediterrrnean countries.
As seen in the bottoin row of the table, Italy with 863 ships is second tonly to
Greece (2355 ships) in the total number of registered ships. Nevertheless, Italy
accounts for only about 12'Y, of tire total Mediterranean shipping population and
hence, the Italian shipping is not the major determinant of the Mediterranean ship-
type composition. Furthermore, Italy has a larger proportion of passenger/ferries

-9-
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and a smaller proportion of cargo ships than the Medliterranean shipping. This can
be seen by noting that with 221 passenger/ ferrivs, Italy i a very close second to
Greece which has 278 passenger/ ferries; wherpas, with 365 cargo ships, Italy is well
b~ehinld Greece (1634 cargo ships) and Spain (515 cargo ships). This difference is
consistent with tire Cersuva sub-samuple where the number of passenger/ ferries is
disproportionally high and the number of cargo ships is disproportionally small. W,
note in passing that Italy has the largest numbher of chemical tankers with 30, or
ap~proimnately 3.5% of the Italian total one of these chemical tankers was observed
(Lady .lugwu') in the Genova sub-sazssple.

The Italians ship class percentages are shown quantitatively in Fig. 3 along with the
ship-class percentagu f ,r thse Genova sub-samtple. This figure together with Fig. 2
indicates that the cotutxsitioii of the Uenova sub-saisiple is more representative
of the ltalni.n po~pulation than either the World population or the Mediterranean

60- Italy
am Qenova

540-

0-

10

01
00O v ~emloal Genea Corpo Fortin or

Torriere Uhi" Panogor St**

Fig. J. Ship-rlasa pt-irentaltr% for the talianm and the (Gr.,-a
itub-anipli populationit.

10
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S. The source oipectra

!n this section we describe the gencral characteristics of the mneasured nource spec-
tra and present the mean source spectium and three relative source-level histograms
obtained from those source spectra. The mean source spectrum is compared with a
predicted spectrum obtaijied fronm the empirical miodel of Ross [3), and the source-
level histograis are compared with a gatissian probability density. Finally we corn-
pare the publish,-d source spactrra for three other ships with those froum 'he Ueuwova
samiple.

The full set of 50 source spectra are plotted in Fig. 4 along with the mean source spec-
trtu and the predicted source spectrum. The mean source spectrum was comtputed
as the decibel average of the ind~ividual source spectra. The predicted spectrum
was obtained using the posTr-wwir spectrumt of Fir, 8.20 in Ill. Thit spectrum
represents an average spectrum for ita utubr of freighters and tankers expressed
relat ive to axi overall level L.L The overall level L. was computedi from Eq. (S.3S)
of [3[. This equation determines L. in termis of the number of propeller blades It
and the propeller tip speci It, according to

L: 17 I5 1 60 log tUr5in/%) 110 log (41B) .(3)

The level L. a-s computed for fout propeller blades (V B 4) and a propeller tip
speed of 37.S tit/mi. Trhis tip spredt represents the inid-point of the ctution propeller
tip $Peedis suggested by Ross.

As cam' be seen in Fig. 4, the individual source spectra differ significantly fro*m nne
asother in both shape and level. For frequencies up to about 150 Hs. all of the sper-
tra decrt.ake with frtquency At roughly the samne rate. For larger frequtncies, ucasty
of the spectra continue to decrease with frequency although at significantly differ-
ent rates; other spectra actually show an incroamie in level at the higher frequr'scies.
This dilrerentt in shape gives rise to mi difference in the total ronge of source levels
ait different frequencies. This range increases with frequency front about 24 min at
the lower frequencies to about 30 dDl at the higher frequencies. Note aso that, in
spite of the large 3.5 Hts analysis bandwidth, there are strong spectral l~~ievident
in a number of the spectra. Most of these lines fall within two frequency hanitsi
210 Ha to 220 Its aund 350 Izs to 360 Us,. The lines in the lower-friequency baid are
from the spectra of three of the eight ships in the tanker clasms, the Paparmkobs. the
Agmp girli and the Bruoil giory. TVhe lines in the higher fretponcy hand (350-360 Its)
ale fromn the spectra of seven of thme rourtetn mipectrrA in thr passenger/ferry class.
Three of these reven spectra were mneasured at diffrrent tinies from the ine ship.
the pamssenger car ferry (lodits; the reatmaining four spectra are fromt her sister ships.
the Pjotnetstant, the ?-idamsnau, the I'naCdm1-l and thke f.'msjjaa
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020

-Mean spectrum
190-

- -- Predicted spectrum (Ross)

S180- Measured spectra

170-

VV"5160-

150-

2140- p

130-

120

0 1r;O 200 300 400 500 600 700
Frequency (Hz)

Fig 4. The 50 intlividuvt source spectra. hea mean source spectrum slid a predicted source
spe trum

The mnean source spectrut& ic. Fir, 4 shows a fairly strong decrease with frequency
up to aboat 17tJ Ha (at''ut .-12 dB/octave) followedl by a more gradual decrease
over the fee, of the frequency ban~d (about -3 dB/octave). Note, however, that
there is a slight increase between abo 450 Hz and 560 Hs that results front the
cnintributiosts of th- individual spectra with high spectrum levels in this frequency
band. Furthermore, ".ois that the mnean spectrum is only about 2 to 3 dB lower
than the -redicted spectritri over rr',st of the frequency band. The exceptions
Of'rur between 450 t'a and 550 H& where there is no increasp in .evel in the predicted
spectrum and for freq':encies leis than About 100 Hz where the slope of -he predicted
spectrumu is only about 7 (18 per octave.

Th- source-level histograins describe the- vari~tion inl the source level for the full set
of spectra relative to the mrean sour,, level. These histograms have been estimated
over three frequency bands, - low-fr.'quency band (70-200 Hz), a inediun- frequency
band (240-340 Hs) and a high-ki-equency band (400.700 Hz). The results are shown
ill Fig. 5 along with the standard deviation of the source-level, cu and a gaussian
probaubility deaisity determined for a standard dr-istion of a and a relative source-
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level of zero. The histogram for each frequency band was estimated by first com-
puting the decibel difference between the source-level and the mean spectrum for
all spectra at each frequency in the band and then forming the histogram from the
resulting set of differences. The frequency bands were chosen through a qualitative
assessment of the frequency intervals where the relative source-level appeared to he
distributed over the same range of values. Note that these frequency bands exclude
the strong spectral lines seen in Fig. 4.

As expected from the plots of the individual spectra in Fig. 4, the high-frequency
source-level histogram shows a greater spread than the low-frequency histogram.
This is evidenced by the increase in the standard deviation from 5 dB for the
lower-frequency band to 6.8 dB for the high-frequency band. Furthermore, there
is some difference in the form of the histograms for the two frequency bands. For
the low-frequency band the histogram is well-approximated by the gaussian proba-
bility density, whereas for the high-frequency band there is some skew towards the
lower source-level values. The histogram for the medium-frequency band is similar
to that of the low-frequency band with a near-gaussian form and a slightly larger
standard deviation of 5.5 dB.

In the remainder of the section we compare the Genova source spectra with the
source spectra of three other ships taken from the literature. Figure 6, which is
taken from [31, shows the source spectrum of the passenger ship Astrid at a number
of different speeds ranging fron , I to 18 kn. By comparison, the average speed of the
ferries/passenger ship class measured in this experiment was on the order of 20 kn.
The increased speed of the newer ferries and passenger vessels is expected to lead
to slightly higher acoustic noise levels than the 18 kn spectrum shown in Fig. 7. A
comparison of the overall source spectrum obtained for the Genova spectra to the
spectrum for Astrid shows very good agreement throughout the full spectral band
from 70.0 Hi to 700.0 Hz.

The source spectrum of the containership M/S Jutlandia shown in Fig. 7 is taken
from a consulting engineering report prepared for Greenland Fisheries Investigations,
based in Copenhagen, Denmark [4). This ship is 274 m long with triple screws and
capable of a maximum speed of 30 kn. The spectrum shown in the figure was
measured as the ship was sailing at a constant speed of 27 kn with all engines
running at almost full power. The three measured curves were estimates of the
source level for measurements taken at 220, 460 and 1850 in from the ship. The
dotted line shown is the predicted source level calculated according to Ross using
the WWII spectrum. It is of interest to note that even though this is a much larger
ship travelling considerably faster thatt those in the Genova sample, the spectrum
is not much different from the mean spectrum of Fig. 4.

The source spectrum of a medium-sized oil tanker (24000 DWT) shown in Fig. 8
was taken from [5). This ship is 148 m in length and is typical of the type of tanker
found in the Genova sample. The spectra shown in the figure were measured with a

- 13-
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Fig. 6. Radiated noise of the passenger ship Astrid, as inea-
sured during WWII.
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hull flush-mounted hydrophone at four different ship speeds ranging from full power
to half power. The design speed of this tanker was 15 kn. The source spectra shown
are consistent with the type of spectra found in the Genova data. At the upper
frequency of 700 Hz, the levels for this tanker range from about 130 dB to about
142 dB compared to the mean level for the Genova sample of 145 dB. The lower-
frequency portion of the measured tanker spectrum shows a marked jump below
about 150 Hz. In this region the tanker spectrum takes a rapid rise of about 20 dB
until it peaks at approximately 50 Hz. This rise is comparable to the increase in
the spectrum level for the Genova spectra of Fig. 4 which also exhibit a steep rise
in this frequency region.

'180,
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S140-
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1101S%1
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Fig. 8. Radiated noise of a medium-sized oil tanker.
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6. Statistics for the three ship classes

In Sect. 4, it was seen that the ship-class percentages for the Genova sub-sample
were mnore representative of an Italian population than either a World population or
a Mediterranean population. Although the Genova sub-samnple consists of only 36
of the 50 source spectra, this suggests that the source- spec truin statistics presented

0 in the preceding section might be biased by the particular mix of ship types in
the Genova sample. If this is the case, then these statistics would not be directly
applicable to other regions with different ship class percentages. In this section, we

r address this issue by comparing statistics computed on the Genova sub-sample for
the three ship classes. Because of the comparatively small number of spectra in the
Genova sub-sample (8 passenger/ ferries, 14 cargo ships and 14 tankers), we limit
the comparison to the mean and the standard deviation.

The mean spectrum for each of the three ship classes is shown in Fig. 9. As can
be seen in the figure, the three mean spectra lie within 2 dB of each other over
most of the 70 Hz to 700 Hz frequency band. The only significant exception occurs
between 570 Hz and 700 Hz where the mean spectrum for the tankers is about 4 dB
less than the mean spectra for the passenger/ ferries and the cargo ships. By way
of comparison, the standard deviation for the full 50 spectrum sample increases
from about 5 dB at the lower frequencies to almost 7 dB at the higher frequencies.
Thus, the mean spectra for the three ship classes are essentially within one-half of
a standard deviation of the full ship sample.

The standard deviation curve for each ship class is shown in Fig. 10. Each of these
curves can be viewed as consisting of a slowly-varying component that changEs over
frequency intervals of about 100 Hz and a rapidly-varying component that changes
over intervals of about 10 Hz. The rapidly-varying component results from the de-
tailed structure of the individual spectra that make up the ship class samnple as is
evidenced by the fact that the variation occurs over frequency intervals that are
few tines the analysis bandwidth. As such, the rapidly-varying component is less
representative of the standard deviation than the slowly-varying component. Conse-
quently, we consider only the slowly-varying components of the standard deviation
curves. An approximation to these components can be obtained by visually neglect-
ing the local maxima and minima in each standard deviation curve. From these
approxi mat ions it is seen that the standard deviations for the three ship classes lie
within about 1.5 dB of one another over most of the frequency band, Again the
most notable exceptionm occurs for frequencies between about 570 Hz and 700 Ilz
where the inaxiimum differenice ii about 2 dB

The comparisons of the amean Npectra and the stanthdad (eviation curves provide
evidence that the source-level histogramis as well as the mesan spectrum for the three

-- T
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Fig. 9. The mean source spectra for the three ship classes.

ship classes are comparable. Furthermore, since the Genova sub-sample contains
over 70% of the spectra in the full Genova sample, it is reasonablt to conjecture
that the source spectrum statistics for each ship class in the full Genu;'a sample
are comparable. If this is the case, the source spectrum statistics for any rogion
should be largely independent of the particular mix of ship types in that region.
Thus, to the extent that this is true, the source spectrum statistics of the preceding
section should be applicable to other regions, provided that there are no important

differences in the other ship characteristics for that region.
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T. Sumkmary and conclusiolls

This report describes a stet of 50 source spectra obtained fromt merchant Ships of
opportunity near G3enova, Italy. These spectra were obtained froin radiated-noise
sp~ectra mteasured at the beasnforisser output of a towed array and a transinission-
loss spectrus comnputed front a parabolic equation msodel. The ship characteristics
were presented for the 32 spectra where the ship namne was known. The sub-sossple
of 36 spectra with known ship type was characterized in termns of three ship classes
. passenger /ferries, cargo ships and tankers, It was seen that the ship class per-
centages for this sub-sample differed significantly fromt the ship class percentages for
either a Mediterranean population or a World population primarily because of the
disproportionally large number of passenger/ ferries in the Genova sub-samsple.

TIhe source-spectra were characterized in, terms of the inean sourct spectium anti
source-level histogratisu comspumted over three frequency bands. The mtean spectrum
was seen to be comparable in level and shape to a spectrum comsputed from the
empirical smodel of Ross for a ship with four propeller bladvi and a propeller bladle
tip speed of 3T.5 fi/s. The source-level histograuss for the low-frequency And the
surdiums-frequenry bands are Approximsately gaussian with standard deviation% of
5 dlB and 5,5 dli respectively. The histoprni for the high-frequency band is skewed
somsewhat towazds the low sourcev-lvel values with a standard deviation of 6.8 dlB.
The increased spread in the high-frequency bands largely due to a greater variability
in the shapes of the inclividual source spectra at the higher frequencies.

Finally. it was seen that the itource spectra Cfr the three ship classes have a ennmpa-
table mean spectrunm and ak comparable standlax ' eviation eurve. Frusts this rtsquit
wee ronjeture that Loth the mean spectrum and the sourte-level histingrasis fromn
the full Genmova sample can be sed as the sotarco-spectrum statistics in noise indels
(fo other regions withs different ship clas pefrentoges

20-
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Appendix A

An example of a noise surface time-series

The individual radiated-noise spectra RLk(f) were obtained from the time series of

frequency-angle noise surfaces. An example of a segment from one such time series is

shown in Fig. AI. This segment consists of 12 consecutive surfaces each representing
an 86 second average of the beam noise power. The beam steering angle, which is

represented by the horizontal axis, increases non-linearly from -90' at the left-

hand-side of each surface to +900 at the right-hand-side with -90 corresponding

to forward eindfire and +90 corresponding to aft endfire. The frequency, which is
represented on the vertical axis, increases linearly from from 62.5 Hz at the bottom
to 00 Hz at the top. The beam-noise levels for each surface are described in a
relative scale by the color bar shown at the top of the figure. In the particular
example shown here, the target-ship spectrum appears at different steering angles
as time progresses. The spectrum is first seen weakly just aft of the broadside beam
(surface 1). As time progresres, the received spectrum levels gradually increase and
the steering angle gradually shifts towards the aft endfire beam. The level of the
target spectrum can be seen to peak in surfaces 7, 8 and 9 before fading away in the
last few surfaces.

The radiated-i.oise spectra RI k(f) were obtained from the noise surfaces using a
frequency-angle cursor to identify the steering angle with the maximum response
in the target ship direction. After this angle had been identified in each surface,
the beam number corresponding to tls angle was recorded. These beam nmnbers
were used in subsequent processing to extract the radiated-noise spectrum, from the
surfaces.

The complete time-series for a target could consist of as many as 20 noise sur-
faces acquired over a period f about 27 min. For many target ships, however, the
radiated-noise spectra was well separated in angle from the noise spectra from other
ships in as few as six of these surfaces,

- 23-
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Fig. Al. A segment from a noise-surfaceiesee.
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Appendix B

The transmission-loss computations

The trarst.iission-loss spectra TL(f) were computed using the parabolic equation
model PAREQ [6]. The bottom composition parameters required by this model
were determined through the comparison with the measured transmission-loss data
at 333 Hz over the full length of both tracks in Fig. I of Sect. 2. In addition,
comparisons were made for a number of frequencies in a 100 Hz band about 333 Hz
over selected range intervals. These comparisons were limited by the low signal-to-
noise ratios at these freqiiencies. The parameters determined by this process were
found to be representative of a coarse sand bottom with no overlying sediment layer.
These parameters are

* Compressional bottom speed (Cbo.Iorn) Of 1835 m/s.

" Relative bottom density (PbotIm./P,.tr) of 2.0.

" Compressional attenuation /, of 0.7 dB/A.

It should be noted that these parameters are not consistent with the bottom compo-
sition estimates available to us. These estimates, which were obtained by combining
information from a number of survey charts for the region (7,81 are shown in Fig. BI

along with the approximate locations of the submarine canyons in the region.

LF.(;.END)

B. 9" h

GENOVA CLAY-Ml1D 1ABYSSAL PLAIN)

DSANDY

,SAND CLAY

ECr.AY.MIT TEIGINEOVS)
F' '_SI1BMARINE C-ANYONS

Fig. BI. Bottonm coinposition estimates.
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The transmission-loss functions TL(f,r) were obtained from 14 transmission-loss " .
runs at frequencies ranging from 50.0 Hz to 700.0 Hz in 50.0 Hz steps. The trans-
mission loss for the total set of 256 frequencies was computed from the individual
runs through a linear interpolation in frequency. The range step for each run was

0.1 km and the total range interval was 0.0 to 30.0 ki. To facilitate the range aver-
aging used in the computation of the transmission-loss spectra, the transmission-loss
functions were stored as 'transmission-loss matrices' TL(ij), where i is the range
index and j is the frequency index.

The six generic bottom profiles determined from the analysis of the tow-ship/target

ship tracks are

(1) Flat (1000 in) from 0 to 35 kin.

(2) Flat (1800 in) from 0 to 35 km.

(3) Upploping (2000-800 mi) from 0 to 30 kin, then flat (800 m) to 35 km.

(4) Downsloping (800-2000 in) from 0 to 30 kin, then flat (2000 m) to 35 kin.

(5) Douinsloping (1300-2000 m) from 0 to 25 km, then flat (2000 m) to 35 kin.

(6) Upsloping (1600-1000 in) from 0 to 10 km, downsloping (1000-2000 m) from
10 1-) 30 kin, then flat (2000 m) to 35 kin.

The corresponding transmission-loss functions are shown Fig. B2. An independent
check of 'he PAREQ results was made '.. the two range-independent profiles using
the normal-mode model SNAP 19].

- 26 -
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Initial Distribution for SR-143

Ministries of OefenCe SCNR Germany 1

JSPHQ Belgium 2 SCNR Greece 1

DND Canada 10 SCNR Italy 1

CHOD Denmark 8 SCNR Netherlands 1

MOD France 8 SCNR Norway 1

MOD Germany 15 SCNR Portugal 1

MOD Greece 11 SCNR Turkey I

MOD Italy 10 SCNR UK 1

MOD Netherlands 12 SCNR US 2

CHOD Norway 10 French Delegate 1

MOD Portugal 2 SECGEN Rep SCNR I

MOD Spain 2 NAMILCOM Rep. SCNR 1

MOD Turkey 5 NginlLslnotr
MOD UK 20 NLO Canada I
SECDEF US 66 NLO Denm~ark 1

NATO Authorittit NLO Germany I

Defence Planning Committee 3 NLO Italy I

NAMILCOM 2 NLO UK I

SACLANT 3 NLO US I

SACLANTREPIEUR I NRt h~if
CINCWESTLANT/ NIRt Belgium I

COMOCEANLANT I L and

COMSTRIKFLTANT I NL Denmaik I
CINCISEALANT I NLRt Guimany I
CINCEASTLANT I NLR Greece
COMSUBACLANT I NIR ItalyI
COMMAIREASTILANT I NLR Netherlands I

SACIEUR 2 LR Norway I
CINCNORTH I NLR Portugal I
CINCSOUII4 I N.0 TurkeyI
COMNAVSOUTH NLR UK
COMSTPIKFORSOUTH I
COMEDCENT I

COMMARAIRMEL, I

CINCHAN 3 Total tratetnal dlIldtwIbton 2110

SCNR fta SACLAITCEM SAC LANTCEN Librory 10

SCAIR Selgum I Stock 2
SCNA Caons," I --

SCNN Defhsab I Total number of covW 20O


